
The reliable, all-in-one point of sale
solution designed for wineries of all sizes.



Meet
KORONA POS.

Developed by Combase USA, KORONA POS is a cloud-based
point of sale software with a wide range of advanced features
built to meet the needs of wine shops and vineyards
businesses. Our all-in-one solution is customizable, reliable, and
easy to use. It’s suited for high-volume retailers, from mom-
and-pop shops to enterprise chains and franchises.



We transitioned multiple software
solutions looking to find something that
would fully integrate while also helping us
dig deeper into our sales data and
manage our inventory more closely.
KORONA POS has provided solutions for all
of those things and made it so much easier
to manage our business uniformly across
all three tasting room locations as well as
managing our Wine Club and online store.

Oniqueh G.
 Galena CellarsVineyard and Winery



Cloud-based
Software
KORONA POS is a cloud-based point of sale
solution that enables businesses to manage
their sales and transactions efficiently.
Remotely access the point of sale and back
office system, KORONA Studio, for complete
flexibility and convenience.



Gain complete control over wine and vineyard
operations with an intuitive, user-friendly back
office, KORONA Studio.

KORONA Studio

Monitor business performance in real-time
Manage employee permissions
View individual or multiple locations
Advanced inventory management
Track sales and revenue metrics
And more!



One point of sale for tastings,
wine clubs, gift shops, retail
stores, and even restaurant
table service. 

Do more with KORONA POS by
being able to manage the floor
and ensure servers can keep
track of their guests. Including
tracking bottle inventory, even if
sold wine by the glass!

Streamline Winery
and Vineyard
Operations



KORONA POS offers the most powerful and
sophisticated inventory management
system for wineries.

Complete Advanced 
Inventory Management System

Make counting inventory quick and efficient throughout
the year with handheld scanners. Changes will be
reflected across all stores in real-time 

Handheld Inventory Tracking

Simply import large product databases quickly for all
inventory and vendors as well as into new store
locations or franchises

Import Products

Get custom notifications and updates on low, over, and
out-of-stock levels to help plan bottle ordering and
promotions

Stock Notifications



Never run out of wine products, set automated order
placements based on product par levels, and avoid
stockouts entirely

Automatic Ordering

Analyze and recalculate ideal reorder levels based
on purchase history, seasons, and trends. Optimize
order levels for each product within seconds

Order Level Optimization

With multiple stores, be able to manage and organize all
wine inventory with just one consolidated product catalog.

Consolidated Product Database

Take custom orders and delivery requests while
ensuring bottle shipments across state lines are
within full compliance.

Shipping Compliance

Avoid spreadsheets and complicated imports by
performing counts directly from the point of sale or
via the KORONA POS inventory mobile app

Inventory Mobile App



Liquor Store
Point of Sale Features



Expand sales channels with seamless eCommerce
integration. Data from online purchases is fed directly into the
POS and broken down with advanced analytics and reports

Franchise and Multi-Location Compatibility

Build customer loyalty and improve customer relationships
with customizable point programs and robust customer
relationship management tools

Build Loyalty and CRM

Set up automatic age verification prompts on every
transaction to ensure that each cashier is following all ID
verification laws or best practices

Age Verification
KORONA POS partners with various integrations. Seamlessly
integrate with other business tools and software, enhancing
efficiency and streamlining workflows

Seamless Integrations

Set up coupons, bundled deals, promotions, cash breaks, and
mix & match, that are reflected in reporting and any
eCommerce channels.

Special Pricing and Promotions

Easily schedule shifts, track hours, and manage employee
permissions. Streamline workforce operations with efficient
scheduling and time clock features

Simplified Employee Management

Access comprehensive data and analytics in real-time to
make data-driven decisions and optimize business
performance through valuable insights

In-Depth Reporting and Metrics

Expand sales channels with seamless eCommerce
integration. Data from online purchases is fed directly into the
POS and broken down with advanced analytics and reports

eCommerce Integration

Add pairing suggestions and product descriptions in the POS
to keep staff and guests informed about the product and to
help cross-sell

Pairings and Descriptions

With event management and hospitality features, wineries
can run ticketed operations, tasting rooms, bars, and
restaurants

Hospitality Features



See a few favorites: bLoyal is a powerful loyalty software
and is fully integrated with KORONA

POS. Make rewarding customers and
building loyalty easy in-store or online

straight from the point of sale. 

TimeForge is a full-featured labor
management program. Stay in

complete labor compliance and save
time by simplifying payroll, human
resources operations, and more. 

Partners and 
Integrations
KORONA POS seamlessly
integrates with some of the
leading software services
for winery and vineyards.



"Customer support is exceptional.
The support team is extremely
knowledgeable and can fix any
problems or questions you might
have. I am completely sold on this
cloud-based software." - Richard D

At KORONA POS, we prioritize providing top-
notch support to our valued clients. Our
dedicated support team is always here to
assist you in any way possible. 

Quality In-House
Customer Support

General support is available 
Monday - Friday, 8 AM - 6 PM PST.

Emergency support is available 
24/7/365 for anything that
prevents clients from making
sales or conducting normal
business operations.



Get Started Today!
PERSONALIZED PRODUCT DEMO

UNLIMITED FREE TRIAL

60-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

NO PROCESSING AGREEMENTS

NO HIDDEN FEES OR SURCHARGES

NO FORCED CONTRACTS

https://www.capterra.com/p/142520/KORONA/
https://www.getapp.com/customer-management-software/a/korona/
https://www.softwareadvice.com/retail/korona-profile/
https://www.trustpilot.com/review/koronapos.com
https://www.g2.com/products/korona-pos/reviews
https://www.softwaresuggest.com/korona
https://www.softwaresuggest.com/korona


Contact us to
learn more

inquiries@combase-usa.com

1 (833) 200-0213 

www.koronapos.com

https://www.linkedin.com/company/combase-usa-inc-
https://www.youtube.com/@Combase-usa
https://www.facebook.com/koronapos
https://twitter.com/combaseusa
https://www.pinterest.com/koronapos/
tel:+18332000213

